In this paper we provide simple point set properties which characterize the m-spheres S™, open m-cells Em, closed cells /", and annuli Am = [0, l)x5"*_1. It is important to notice that the Poincaré conjecture is not used in dimension 3 or 4.
In this paper we provide simple point set properties which characterize m-spheres Sm and open w-cells E™ among w-manifolds. Accepting these two main theorems, we establish corollaries which characterize closed cells /'" and annuli Am=[0, l)x5m_1. Then we prove the two main theorems. It is important to note that the Poincaré conjecture is not used in dimension 3 or 4.
In the following M will mean an m-manifold, for m^.2, and F is a point in M. We will always be asking for geometric consequences of supposing that a certain subset of M (such as M-P) is a product A x B of topological spaces where neither A nor B is a single point. Recall that such factors A, B are necessarily generalized manifolds in the sense of Wilder ([1], [2] ). We will repeatedly use the fact that A or B is therefore a manifold if its dimension is ^2 [1] .
1. The proofs of the first two theorems are deferred until the next section. Theorem 1. M=Em is the only connected noncompact m-manifold such that M-P is a product space. Theorem 2. M=Sm is the only connected compact m-manifold such that M-P is a product space.
Corollary
3. It is not necessary in Theorem 2 to assume that M is connected.
Proof.
Let N be the component of M with P in N. By Theorem 2, N=Sm. Now let M-P=Xx Y and X0, Y0 be the components of Xand Y for which N-P=X0X Y0. Then X0 and Y0 are contractible (hence noncompact). If Xx is another component of X, then Xxx Y0 is a noncompact component of M. This contradiction means X is connected. Similarly Y, and hence M, is connected. Thus M=N=Sm.
Without the connectivity, Theorem 1 fails, even for m=2. There are two distinct 2-manifolds M and Mx such that M-P=MX-PX= (ElfuS1)xE1 is a product of El by a disjoint union.
We now turn our attention to manifolds M with boundary bM and interior lnt(M). P will always be a point in the interior of M and Q a point in bM. Let M be ay-connected generalized manifold and let M have an isolated end E which is ^-connected (i.e. E has small /¿-connected neighborhoods). Although generally no relationship exists between j and k, it is instructive to examine the following class of doughnut-like manifolds.
Let N=Sm+1xI"+2. Now, Int N=Sm+1xEn+2 is /«-connected and has one isolated end whose groups are those of bN=Sm+1xSn+1. Thus, j=m, and k=min{m, n). It follows from Corollary 11 below that, just as in this example, it is always true that j~^.k for such products. Proofs of the next three propositions appear in the author's dissertation [5] . Let M=A xB be an open generalized m-manifold. Lemma 9. If neither A nor B is compact, then M has exactly one end.
Let M=A xB have at least one isolated end £.
Lemma 10. IfE has a k-connected neighborhood and if A is not compact, then B is k-connected, even if B is not compact.
The import here is that F is a retract of every such neighborhood. [7] .
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